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Less than an hour to learn all you need to learn about how to get and spend money on Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and Cryptocurrencies!How to use a Bitcoin/crypto wallet;With plain language and a
dash of humor, this simple guide walks you through blockchain technology, and offers useful
knowledge in buying, investing, and trading cryptocurrencies.Bitcoin Diaries is a step-by-step

guide for beginners that will walk you through the basics of blockchain technology, and how to
capitalize on the crypto-revolution for LIFE CHANGING gains!By the end of this book, you'll feel

just like an expert: •How to identify another big coins for life-changing returns;••ve learned in this
time in a concise and understandable method!•The essential step-by-step guide for anybody
looking to get started in Bitcoin, Ethereum, and cryptocurrencies!About the Author: Theodore
Holder is a pseudonym that I've chosen to keep my identity secret because of the Wild West

nature of the Crypto Currency sphere.Ways to get $10 FREE and buy your 1st
Bitcoin/Ethereum;•How the blockchain works and just why it is revolutionary;•Useful glossary of

common crypto terms and slang;Helpful Illustrations•My set of top ten coins to purchase for
2018;4 years of research in concise, simple explanations for beginners and non-technical

people;Perfect for non-technical people;•Plus much more!The Bitcoin Diaries supplies the Ideal
of insights from my four years of exploring the blockchain and crypto space. This publication
presents the essential information to truly get you started investing in crypto currencies and

understanding the real impact of the space.• I have already been heavily involved in the
blockchain space for over four years: researching, writing, trading, and creating! The Bitcoin

Diaries reflects the very best insights I’•
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